MEGA MASTER AND MASTER BRAAI
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
The first part of the build is to build
up the lower frame with the wheels on
it.
It is packed inside the warmer drawer
section of your braai. Please
remember the handle are twist lock
handles.
Please note the wheels shown in the
manual may differ from those on your
model.

The cross bar between the legs
must be fitted using the allen key
cap screw bolts that are supplied.
You will find these fitted into the
cross bar for transport.

Fit the cap screw using
your fingers initially and
then tighten the cap
screw using the allen
key supplied

Remove the bolt with the washer from
the axel shaft.
Push the wheel bearing over the axel
shaft and fit the bolt by hand.
Tighten using the larger allen key.

Once the base unit is complete,
remove the small allen cap screws
from the protruding sections on top of
the poles using the smaller allen key.
Lower the main braai unit onto the sub
frame making sure the allen key screw
holes match.
Re-fit the allen key cap screws and
tighten with the allen key

Repeat the fitting of the allen key cap
screws on the other side.
Note the holes in the base unit are
specifically drilled to make sure the
legs are orientated correctly.

The Side Handles are fitted in the
same way but the bolts fit through
the handle and fix into the studs on
the side of the braai.
Locate the handle on the studs and
then turn the larger allen cap screws
into the threaded studs by hand.
Tighten with the larger allen key.

IMPORTANT NOTE ON TYPE OF FIRES IN
YOUR BRAAI.
The Master and Mega Braai is designed to
accommodate charcoal and small kindling type
wood fires.

THE MESH GRID SUPPLIED IS NOT DESIGNED
FOR LOG TYPE FIRES.
If you want to make log fires in your unit it is
suggested that the fire be made elsewhere and the
embers dropped into the ash trays onto the fire
grid or that you purchase a fire grate specifically
designed for this purpose.

Cleaning and maintenance:
The handles and wooden work surface on your braai are all
pre-oiled with a clean sunflower oil. It is suggested that you
continue oiling them to keep them looking good and
nourished.
The main stainless steel parts should be easily cleaned with
warm water and a good detergent solution. Do not scour the
shiny surface with any abrasive materials as you will damage
the finish.

Cleaning grids:
We suggest that you clean your grids with hot water, sunlight
liquid ( or equivalent ) and a goldi locks scourer pad to
remove stubborn caked on materials. Once the grid is left in
warm water for a few minutes the grease and fat will loosen
and be easy to remove

If you need any additional information regarding your stainless steel braai, please
feel free to contact us on: 044 3825851 or on info@botany.co.za

